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Abstract

Current estimates put Dark Matter to 26% of the energy-matter content of the universe,

but very little is known about it other than its gravitational interactions. Efforts to learn

more about Dark Matter include searching for it at high energy particle colliders. The lack

of information about the nature of Dark Matter makes this a complicated task, and many

searches are performed in different channels, and considering different theoretical models. In

this thesis, I explore two such analyses, performed in the ATLAS collaboration using data

from the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN: the tW+MET (missing

transverse energy) final state and the tt̄+MET final state. I have made a generation-level

study of the overlap between the signal regions used, and come to the conclusion that there

is some. I have also compared the models used in these analyses, the 2HDM+a and the

simplified spin-0 pseudoscalar model. Given the simplifications made in my study, however,

more sophisticated approaches should be used before anything conclusive can be said.



Sammanfattning

P̊a 1930-talet började astronomer lägga märke till att olika sätt att räkna ut galaxers och

galaxhopars massa inte stämde överens med varandra. Massan som galaxerna skulle behöva

ha för att rotera s̊a fort som de gjorde översteg summan av de synliga stjärnornas massa. P̊a

1970-talet stod det klart att det finns mer massa i universum än den vi kan se. Denna massa

kom att kallas mörk materia. Idag vet vi fortfarande mycket lite om vad mörk materia best̊ar

av eller hur den har bildats. Den verkar inte interagera med annan materia i universum p̊a

annat sätt än genom sin gravitationskraft. Det enda vi vet hittills är att dess massa utgör

ungefär 84% av den totala massan i universum. Vid Large Hadron Collider, LHC, i CERN

letar man efter partiklar som skulle kunna utgöra denna mystiska massa. LHC är världens

mest kraftfulla partikelaccelerator och producerar partikelkollisioner vid energier lika dem som

fanns direkt efter Big Bang. Om mörk materia n̊agonsin har interagerat med andra partiklar

s̊a kan det hända att den gör det igen vid s̊a höga energier. I s̊a fall kan den produceras i LHC.

För att detektera alla partiklar som produceras i kollisionerna finns fyra detektorer vid olika

punkter runt LHC: ATLAS, CMS, LHCb och ALICE. ALICE och LHCb är specialanpassade

för att studera tunga joner respektive B-mesoner, medan ATLAS och CMS är byggda med

syftet att studera en s̊a stor del av partikelfysiken som möjligt. Sökandet efter mörk materia

i ATLAS och CMS görs genom att man g̊ar igenom datan fr̊an detektorerna och försöker

hitta kollisioner där mörk materia har bildats. Eftersom mörk materia inte interagerar med

detektormaterialet, s̊a g̊ar de rakt igenom detektorn utan att bli detekterade om de produceras.

Genom att använda en grundprincip inom fysiken, rörelsemängdens bevarande, kan man dock

räkna ut hur mycket energi som har undsluppit detektorn i varje kollision. Om denna energi är

hög s̊a kan det tyda p̊a mörk materia. I det här arbetet undersöker jag tv̊a analyser som gjorts

inom ATLAS-gruppen som jobbar med data fr̊an ATLAS-detektorn, med syftet att upptäcka

eventuella överlappningar. I den ena letar man efter kollisioner som producerar en toppkvark,

en W-boson och hög saknad energi. I den andra letar man efter kollisioner som producerar ett

toppkvarkpar och hög saknad energi. Dessa sluttillst̊and har valts eftersom de förutsp̊as av

modellerna 2HDM+a och simplified spin-0 pseudoscalar model. Genom att använda mig av

simulerade kollisioner visar jag att b̊ada analyserna även hittar de händelser som den andra

söker efter. Detta tyder p̊a att framtida analyser skulle kunna öka sin känslighet för att

upptäcka mörk materia om de sökte efter b̊ada sluttillst̊anden samtidigt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the 1970s gravitational effects, unaccounted for by visible matter, led to the postulation of so

called Dark Matter (DM) [1], a substance that interacts with ordinary matter only through the

gravitational force. Currently, cosmic microwave background radiation calculations put the

amount of DM in the universe (relic abundance/relic density) at 26% [2] of its energy-matter

content. The fact that DM does not interact (or interacts very weakly) through any of the

other three fundamental forces makes it notoriously hard to detect, and efforts to determine its

nature are still ongoing. There are different but complementary approaches to this problem;

there are direct detection efforts, which aim to detect direct interactions between DM and

visible particles, indirect detection efforts, which aim to detect visible particles produced

in the annihilation of DM particles, and collider experiments, which aim to produce DM

from visible particles. For a complete picture of what DM is, information about all aspects,

production, interactions and decays, is needed. If DM particles do exist, and can be produced

in colliders, these approaches will complement each other in characterizing them.

The theory that currently describes everything we know about fundamental particle physics

is the Standard Model (SM) of Particle Physics. It has had remarkable success describing the

known elementary particles and their interactions, but it has some shortcomings. It does not

contain a candidate for DM, for example, and so it is necessary to turn to physics beyond the

SM (BSM) in order to explain it.

In this thesis, I have studied two analyses that search for DM particles, done within the

ATLAS collaboration on data from the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)

at CERN. The first analysis is focused on a tW+DM final state, i.e. a top quark and W

boson produced together with DM, and uses the Two Higgs Doublet Model with an additional
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pseudoscalar (2HDM+a) to interpret the results. The second analysis studies the tt̄+DM final

state, i.e. a top quark pair produced in association with DM, and uses the simplified spin-0

pseudoscalar model, as well as the 2HDM+a, to interpret its results. Using simulated events,

I have compared their signal regions and studied their overlap, i.e. how much of one signal

would show up in the signal region of the other and vice versa. If there is significant overlap,

taking both signals into account in both analyses could increase their sensitivity. I have also

compared the two theoretical models.

1.1 Structure of the thesis

I start in section 2 by giving a very brief overview of the evidence for DM and the experimental

approaches to detect it, with an emphasis on collider experiments. In section 3, I introduce

the Large Hadron Collider, the ATLAS experiment, and the ATLAS simulation framework,

Athena. I also give some context on DM searches in ATLAS. This is also where I describe

the two models that I compare, and the two analyses that I study for overlap. In section

4, I describe in detail the study that I have done and present the results. Finally, section 5

contains some discussion and outlook for future studies.
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Chapter 2

Dark Matter

Not much is known about Dark Matter (DM). From Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation

measurements, it is known that it makes up about 26% of the energy-matter content of the

universe and 84% of the matter content [2], but the only way it has thus far been observed to

interact is through gravity.

The abundance of Dark Matter, at this point in time taken simply to mean matter that

could not be seen with contemporary technology and methodology, was first inferred when

scientists noticed that the mass of some galaxy clusters, as calculated from the velocity dis-

persion of galaxies within them, far exceeded the sum of the masses of the observable galaxies.

This was referred to as the missing mass problem. It was later supported by the study of rota-

tional curves of galaxies, which flattened out, instead of decaying exponentially, after reaching

the visible end of the galaxy. This would be explained by the existence of much more matter

in the outermost regions of the galaxy than could be seen. Many attempts to explain the

missing mass have been made since. Objects such as planets and non-luminous stars have

been ruled out as the source using microlensing. Primordial black holes, black holes formed

at the very beginning of the universe, have been studied, but cannot explain the missing mass

under common assumptions about the density fluctuations in the early universe. At the same

time, evidence of Dark Matter kept accumulating. Weak [4] and strong [5] gravitational lens-

ing was used to map its distribution, X-ray observations of the hot gas in galaxy clusters was

used to test and refine simulations [6], a discrepancy between the gravitational potential as

two galaxy clusters merged and the distribution of observable matter was measured [7], and

many other experiments showed a distribution of matter that was not consistent with only

what could be seen (see references [1, 8]). Figure 2.1 shows DM mapped with gravitational
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Figure 2.1: The massive cluster Cl 0024+17 (ZwCl 0024+1652). To the left is a picture taken

with the Hubble Space Telescope. To the right, the DM density in the cluster, as calculated

from gravitational lensing data, is overlaid. From reference [3].

lensing.

Another approach to the problem of missing mass is to question whether the theory of

gravitation is correct. This lead to Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND), which hypoth-

esizes that Newtonian gravitation has to be modified in the limit of low acceleration. This

does solve the problem of missing mass, but creates a host of new ones along the way, such

as non-compatibility with Einstein’s theory of gravity and a failure to explain gravitational

lensing. One version of MOND, the tensor-vector-scalar (TeVeS) gravity, has been successful

in solving these two problems, and its validity is actively being probed [1].

Today, Dark Matter usually refers to an as of yet unknown substance with the observed

gravitational properties. It is not unreasonable to speculate that there might be some mech-

anism by which a known particle could explain the missing mass. In order to account for it,

the particle must be electrically neutral, have a life-time of at least the age of the universe

(≥ 1018) and not interact through the strong force [9]. The only known particle that matches

such constraints is the neutrino, but it was determined using simulations of neutrinos sub-

ject to gravitation in an expanding universe that they would have given rise to a different

large-scale structure in the universe than the observed one [1].
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There is, however, an ongoing search for new, as of yet unobserved, particles that might

explain the phenomenon. This search can be conducted either by direct detection (DD),

indirect detection (ID) or in particle colliders. In DD experiments, the goal is to detect DM

particles as they scatter off heavy nuclei. This provides information about the mass of the DM

particle, and the cross-section for DM-nucleus scattering. In ID experiments, the goal is to

measure and gather information about the decay or annihilation of cosmic DM. At colliders,

the production of DM is searched for. The information from each of the detection methods

needs to be combined to fully describe DM. This thesis is only concerned with DM that could

be found at particle colliders, however, and the rest of this section will be devoted to particle

physics.

2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics

While DM is assumed to be made up of a new particle species, it also needs to fit into the

current understanding of particle physics. Most of what we know today about elementary

particle physics is contained in the Standard Model of Particle Physics (Standard Model or

SM for short). It is a relativistic quantum field theory, describing the elementary particle

realm as interacting fields. All elementary particles known to date are contained in the SM,

as shown in Figure 2.2. The matter particles are the fermions, i.e. the six quarks (up, down,

charm, strange, top, bottom) and the six leptons (electron, muon, tauon and corresponding

neutrinos). The gauge bosons, i.e. the W± bosons, the Z boson, the gluons and the photon,

are responsible for mediating the interactions between the matter particles. Three out of

the four fundamental forces of nature are described in this way; the photon mediates the

electromagnetic force, the W and Z bosons mediate the weak nuclear force and the gluons

mediate the strong force. The Higgs boson appears as a consequence of the Higgs-Englert-

Brout mechanism, responsible for generating the mass of the W and Z bosons. DM is one of

the open questions in particle physics that the SM cannot answer. Others include the baryon-

antibaryon asymmetry of the universe, i.e. why there is more matter than anti-matter, and

the fact that neutrinos are massless in the SM, when in fact they have been observed to have

mass in neutrino oscillation experiments. In addition, the SM does not account for gravity,

and has no explanation as to why it is so much weaker that the weak nuclear force. Given its

limitations, it is clear that the Standard Model does not hold the answer to every problem in

particle physics. Given its success, however, it is clear that any theory that claims to do so
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Figure 2.2: The particle content of the Standard Model. The matter particles are shown to

the left and the bosons to the right.

has to contain the SM in some form.

2.2 Dark matter theories as beyond Standard Model

physics

A lot of theoretical work has been done under the assumption that there exists a more funda-

mental theory which reduces to the SM at low energy [10]. Some of it has been done explicitly

to solve the problem of DM, such as the study of sterile neutrinos [11], where the consequenses

of adding a right-handed or sterile, i.e. non-interacting through the weak force, neutrino to the

SM were explored. Other theoretical work, which was originally done to solve other problems

than that of DM, has also produced some candidates. Arguably, the most notable of these is

Supersymmetry (SUSY), which proposes a symmetry between bosons and fermions, so that

each known particle has a supersymmetric partner [10]. This was originally introduced as a

way of explaining the hierarchy problem of the SM, i.e. why the interactions vary so much

in strength. Other examples are Kaluza-Klein states, proposed for unification of the SM with

gravity, and axions [10], proposed to solve the CP violation problem.
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2.3 Dark matter searches at colliders

Assuming that the DM particles have any interactions with the SM particles, they could be

produced in SM particle collisions such as those made at modern particle colliders [12]. Since

they interact weakly with visible matter, if they interact at all, and are stable on the relevant

time-scale, they will go through any particle detector undetected. They will, however, leave

a trace in the form of an inbalance in the energy-momentum before and after the collision.

The momentum of the colliding particles in the plane transverse to the beam is zero before

collision, and should be zero after, but if the (transverse) momentum of some of the products is

not measured, e.g. when a particle is not detected at all, this is not the case. The momentum

needed to balance the equation is called missing transverse momentum, and it is attributed to

the invisible particle(s). The magnitude of this vector is called the missing transverse energy

(MET). This type of signal also occurs due to pure SM events, whenever neutrinos are among

the final products.

This opens up for the possibility of searching for DM by looking for events with more MET

than expected from SM events alone. This can be used to test a specific theory, such as those

described above. Given the lack of knowledge about DM, however, more general searches are

usually preferred. Extensive theoretical work is done to study the phenomenology, i.e. how the

particles behave, given a collision energy and a class of theories. This can focus the searches

for DM. If they yield a null result, many models (or instances of models) can be disregarded

and if something is found more specific searches can be carried out.

Effective field theories (EFTs), low-energy approximations of higher order, more complex

theoretical models [9], are commonly used to search for DM signals at colliders. At low

energies, new physics shows up only as subtle effects, and a potential DM particle could be

the only new state kinematically accessible [12].

Simplified models are a step between EFTs and a full theory, which each represent part

of a complete theory, and that can be mapped back onto complete theories to constrain their

parameters if nothing is found in a search [12, 13]. Simplified models are more flexible than

EFTs, but also more complicated.
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Chapter 3

Experiment

The SM describes the elementary particles, and their properties – how they are produced,

how they decay and how they interact with each other.

The SM is tested and completed by studying the products of particle collisions. Particle

colliders offer controlled conditions, such as known initial states and collision energies. Col-

liders need increased energies in order to access smaller scales and heavier particles, which

is why higher energies allow us to find new physics phenomena. The Large Hadron Collider

(LHC) at CERN is the most powerful collider ever built.

3.1 The Large Hadron Collider

The Large Hadron Collider [14] (LHC) is a circular particle accelerator and collider located at

CERN across Switzerland and France, primarily colliding protons. The protons are circulated

in a ring, 27 km in circumference, in which a twin bore magnet system is used to allow the

beams to be accelerated in opposite directions [14]. The beams are then brought to collision

at four interaction points as shown in Figure 3.1. Before the protons are injected into the

LHC, they are accelerated in the CERN accelerator complex, shown in Figure 3.2, through

the chain Linac2 – Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) – Proton Synchrotron (PS) – Super

Proton Synchrotron (SPS) [14].

The LHC was designed to deliver center-of-mass energies of up to 14 TeV in proton-proton

collisions. So far, it has been in operation for two continuous data-taking periods, Run 1 from

2010 to 2012, in which 5 fb−1 of proton-proton collisions were delivered at 7 TeV and 20 fb−1

at 8 TeV, and Run 2 from 2015 to 2018, in which 150 fb−1 were delivered at 13 TeV.
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Figure 3.1: The Large Hadron Collider. The red and blue lines

show the two beams traveling in opposite directions. The points

at which they are inserted into the ring are shown, as well as the

four detectors.

Located at the four interaction points along the LHC rings are four detectors: ATLAS,

CMS, LHCb and ALICE. While LHCb and ALICE are specialized for studying B-particles

and heavy ions, respectively, ATLAS and CMS are general-purpose experiments, meaning

the detectors are built to record as much information as possible in each collision, so as to

facilitate studying the widest possible range of physics phenomena.

3.2 The ATLAS detector

The ATLAS detector [15, 16] is built as a cylinder around the beam pipe, with end-caps that

allow it to cover an almost 4π solid angle around the interaction point. It consists, broadly,

of three categories of sub-detectors,

• the Inner Detector, which is a tracking detector, is responsible for recording the

tracks of charged particles as they move through it. It consists of three sub-detectors:

the Pixel Detector, the Semiconductor Tracker (SCT) and the Transition Radiation

Tracker (TRT).

• the calorimeters are designed to absorb the energy of photons, electrons, and hadrons

in order to measure it. Closest to the inner detector is the Electromagnetic Calorimeter
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Figure 3.2: The accelerator complex at CERN, in which the proton beams are accelerated

before being inserted into the LHC ring.

(ECal), measuring the energy and position of electrons and photons. It is a sampling

calorimeter with Liquid Argon (LAr) as active material and Lead as passive material.

Around that is the Hadronic Calorimeter (HCal). The endcaps are LAr-Lead calorime-

ters, while the barrel (the cylinder walls) is a tile calorimeter, a sampling calorimeter

using scintillating tiles as active material. Steel is used as the absorber material.

• the Muon Spectrometer is the outermost system and is designed to measure the

momentum of muons. It is made up of Thin Gap Chambers, Resistive Plate Chambers,

Monitored Drift Tubes, and Cathode Strip Chambers.

These are arranged as shown in Figure 3.3.

In order to correctly identify the particles going through the detectors, information from all

sub-detectors has to be combined. The inner detector supplies information about the charge

10



Figure 3.3: The ATLAS detector. The Inner Detector, made up of the Pixel Detector,

the Semiconductor Tracker and the Transition Radiation Tracker, is used for tracking. The

calorimeters are used for measuring the energy of electrons, photons and hadrons. The muon

system measures the momentum of muons.

of the particles, the calorimeters supply information about the energy of the particles and how

they interact, and the muon spectrometer identifies muons.

The bunch collision rate inside the detector is 40 MHz [15, 16]. Due to limited data transfer

rates and data storage space, not all detected events can be recorded. For this reason, ATLAS

uses a trigger system to choose which events to keep and which to discard [15, 16, 17, 18].

This happens at two levels. The first one, Level 1 trigger, is applied in custom-made hardware

and reduces the rate of events in the read-out to 100 kHz by using information from the muon

and calorimeter systems. The second one, High Level Trigger, is software based, and uses

algorithms that reconstruct particle trajectories and properties by matching tracks and energy

deposits to each other within limited regions of the detector, so-called regions of interest. This

reduces the data rate to about 1 kHz.
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The output of the detectors are bytestreams of the readout of the detector electronics [17,

18]. These are converted to Raw Data Objects, which represent the data in the bytestream as

C++ objects. Using the raw data, the events in the detector are recreated and stored as Event

Summary Data files. This is a more sophisticated and robust version of the reconstruction

at trigger level, taking the entire detector into account. Finally, the data are slimmed down

to only contain information relevant to common data analysis and saved as Analysis Object

Data (AOD). In this step, particle identification is also performed, in which the information

from the Event Summary Data files is used. This information is also stored in the AOD files,

which are the files distributed to users for data analysis.

3.3 Athena

Athena is the software framework of ATLAS [17], containing both simulation and analysis

tools. When performing a data analysis to study the consistency between a model and data,

as is done e.g. in searches for DM from a specific model, the data are compared to simulated

events from the model. Simulating these events usually proceeds in three steps:

1. Event generation,

2. Detector simulation,

3. Digitization.

The event generation step produces a list of events based on the possible interactions included

in the model and their probabilities. Several event generators are available, specializing in

different aspects of the simulation, such as matrix element calculation [19] or parton shower [20,

21, 22].

After that, each event is passed through a simulation of the ATLAS detector. Simulating

all material in the entire volume of the detector is time-consuming and complex, but has to

be done to reach sufficient accuracy in most cases. In some instances, corners can be cut

without losing too much accuracy, though, and in some instances the need for accuracy is not

as big. For these reasons both a full simulation of the ATLAS detector, which requires a lot

of resources to run, and other fast simulations have been developed [17, 23].

Finally, the output from the detector simulation is digitized, i.e. converted to the same

format as the detector output. This is done either directly to Event Summary Data or to Raw

Data Objects. After this, it is treated in the same way as the detector output.
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After the simulation step, different frameworks and tool-kits exist to facilitate and simplify

the data analysis. Frameworks read AODs (or derived data formats) and facilitate analysis

of their content, as well as standardized output. Tool-kits provide ways to to calibrate and

correct objects, based on some common consensus and comparison of simulated and measured

detector objects. The frameworks and tool-kits are either part of Athena or standalone.

3.4 Dark Matter searches at the LHC

During the first data taking period of the LHC, Run 1, EFTs were used to interpret the results

of DM searches in ATLAS and CMS [24]. Since these are dominantly used in non-collider

searches for DM, they have the advantage that the results obtained when using them at the

LHC can be directly compared to non-collider results. They are also attractive due to their

relative model-independence, which is due to the fact that they don’t resolve the details of the

underlying theory, and therefore can represent more than one model. The EFTs used to search

for DM assume a contact interaction between SM particles and DM, and hold approximately

when any particle mediating this interaction is too heavy to be resonantly produced [24].

In Run 2, there was a significant increase in center-of-mass energy, and it might be high

enough to resolve the mediator particle. Simplified models, which take resonant production

of the mediator into account [24], were then suggested. Simplified models should describe

one part of the phenomenology of a complete theory, while maintaining as much model-

independence as possible [13]. This approach only goes so far though, as a combination of

simplified models inevitably lacks some of the phenomenology of the complete model, which

can severely change the predictions for some final states.

Complete models have the advantage of being theoretically consistent, and therefore being

able to describe the entire phenomenology in a consistent way. They are, however, not as

readily compared to ID and DD experiments as EFTs and simplified models. Furthermore,

while they can still represent an entire class of theories, they are not as general as their

predecessors.

Two models used in ATLAS are relevant for this thesis and will be described below.
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3.4.1 The simplified spin-0 pseudoscalar model

The simplified spin-0 pseudoscalar model [24, 25] (henceforth the simplified model) is a model

that extends the SM by adding to it a Dirac DM fermion χ and a pseudoscalar singlet a

mediating the interactions between the SM and DM particles. This introduces the unknown

parameters gχ, the coupling of the DM particle to the mediator, gSM, the coupling of the

mediator to SM fermions, and the masses of the new particles, ma and mχ. In principle, the

coupling of the mediator to SM fermions can be different for up-type and down-type quarks

and for leptons, but the simplifying assumption that they are the same is made. This model

is not gauge-invariant on its own, but the mediator could for example be embedded into an

extended Higgs sector in a complete, gauge-invariant theory [25].

3.4.2 Two Higgs Doublet Model with an additional pseudoscalar

mediator (2HDM+a)

The Two Higgs Doublet Model with an additional pseudoscalar mediator (2HDM+a) [13, 26]

is the simplest gauge-invariant and renormalizable extension of the simplified model described

above [13]. It extends the Higgs sector of the SM by an additional Higgs doublet. In addition,

it contains a pseudoscalar P and a Dirac DM fermion χ. The pseudoscalar P is allowed to

mix with the two Higgs doublets, and the mediator of the interaction between χ and the SM

particles, a, is a superposition of their CP-odd states. The particle content of the model is, in

addition to the SM particles and a, one neutral scalar H, two charged scalars H± and another

pseudoscalar A.

Such an extended Higgs sector is one possibility for what might be represented by the

simplified model described above. In fact, when the two pseudoscalars have widely separated

masses, it is possible to decouple their contributions to final states such as heavy quarks

produced together with DM, and results obtained using the simplified model can simply be

rescaled [24, 26].

There are 12 undetermined parameters in this model, described in detail in reference [24]:

the masses of the additional particles, mA, mH, mH± , ma and mχ, the ratio of the vacuum

expectation values of the two Higgs doublets, tan(β), cos(β − α) where α is the mixing angle

between h and H, sin(θ) where θ is the mixing angle between the two CP-odd eigenstates, and

the quartic couplings yχ, λ3, λP1 and λP2.
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3.5 The tW+MET and tt̄+MET analyses

Two final states predicted by both the simplified model and 2HDM+a are tt̄+DM, a top

quark pair produced in association with DM, and tW+DM, a single top quark produced in

association with a W boson and DM. Feynman diagrams representative for these final states

in both models can be seen in Figure 3.4.

(a) tt + DM

(b) tW + DM

Figure 3.4: Representative Feynman diagrams for the final states under consideration. All

diagrams show up in both models, with the exception of the bottom left which requires the

charged Higgs boson only present in 2HDM+a.

When mA � ma in 2HDM+a, the dominant contribution to the tt̄+DM final state comes

from processes mediated by a [13, 26]. This means that the distributions of kinematic variables

have the same shape as they do for the simplified model, and any results obtained for this

model can be interpreted in 2HDM+a by a recast as described in [27, 28]. If the masses of

the two pseudoscalars are close, however, the shapes may vary between the models. Recasting

from one model to another is still possible, but requires more sophisticated methods [13].

However, tW+DM is resonantly enhanced in 2HDM+a [13] as compared to the simplified

model, and kinematic distributions look different.

Since the DM goes through the detector undetected, the experimental signatures of these

final states are tt̄+MET and tW+MET, respectively. The top quark and the W boson are

unstable and decay before they reach the detector and the manners in which they do this
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is referred to as decay channels. The top quark decays to a W boson and a b-quark with a

branching ratio close to 1 [29] and the W boson decays either to a quark-antiquark pair or

to a lepton and its corresponding neutrino. Both final states therefore contain two W bosons

that can decay to either two quark-antiquark pairs and no leptons, one quark-antiquark pair

and one lepton + one neutrino or two leptons + two neutrinos. These are referred to as

the 0 lepton (0L), one lepton (1L) and two lepton (2L) channels, respectively. The tt̄+MET

contains, in addition, two b-jets and the tW+MET contains, in addition, one b-jet from the

top quark decay(s).

A dedicated search for the tt̄+MET signature in the 1L channel is in its final stages [30]

in the Supersymmetry (SUSY) subgroup of ATLAS. In the analysis, the results will be inter-

preted primarily in the simplified model, but also recast into a 2HDM+a interpretation.

An analysis of the tW+MET final state, in both the 1L and 2L channels, is underway in

the Exotics subgroup of ATLAS [31]. It will interpret results in the 2HDM+a model.

Separating tW processes from tt̄ processes has been a challenge at the LHC [32], since

there exist interference effects between the next-to-leading order (NLO) perturbation theory

calculations of tW and the leading order (LO) calculations of tt̄. At NLO, tW processes in

which a b-quark is radiated from the W-boson show up, effectively making it a tt̄ process

when the invariant mass of the b-quark/W-boson system is equal to the top quark mass [32,

33]. Given the similarities between the two final states, it is not impossible that the analyses

are sensitive to each other’s signals. In this case, it is important to estimate the overlap and

consider whether the signals should indeed be studied separately, or whether it is better to

use a common approach.
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Chapter 4

Overlap Analysis

I have compared the signal region of the tt̄+MET analysis [30] to the signal region of the

tW+MET analysis [31] and studied the overlap between them, i.e. how much of the tt̄+MET

signal would show up in the tW+MET signal region and vice versa. I have done this for

the simplified spin-0 pseudoscalar model as well as for the 2HDM+a model, considering for

simplicity only the case when the lepton in the 1L channel is a muon. I have also made

comparisons of selected kinematic distributions between the models. To this end, I generated

simulated samples of signal events and applied selections to them based on the signal regions

used by the two analyses. The study is made at the event generation level, taking no detector

effects into account. It is intended as a preliminary study, which could serve to justify a more

sophisticated approach in the future. No background was taken into account, since the study

focuses only on comparing signals.

4.1 Event generation

The signal samples were generated at leading order (LO) using MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [19]

for the matrix elements and Pythia8 [20, 21] for the parton showers, within the framework

of Athena.

The implementation of the simplified model that I used, DMPseudoscalarMed loop, can

be found in reference [34]. Using it requires a MadGraph control card, which can be found

in reference [35], as well as job option files specifying the parameters of the run. I used the

benchmark parameter values gSM = gχ = 1, mχ = 10 GeV and ma = 250 GeV to make the

samples compatible with the values for the 2HDM+a model recommended by the LHC Dark
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Matter Working Group. The default value, 4.99 GeV, was used for the width of the mediator

particle. The generation was run on the CERN computing cluster LXPLUS and took less

than an hour for each sample.

The implementation of 2HDM+a, Pseudoscalar 2HDM bbMET 5SF, can be found in ref-

erence [36]. I used a control card found in reference [37] for generating the tW+MET signal,

and modified it to generate the tt̄+MET signal. At runtime, I used the parameter values

mχ = 10 GeV, cos(β − α) = 0, tan(β) = 1, sin(θ) = 1√
2
, yχ = 1, λ3 = λP1 = λP2 = 3,

ma = 250 GeV and mH = mA = mH± , where I used two different benchmark values, 350 GeV

and 1200 GeV, for mH± . The width of a is calculated automatically within the model. These

values are based on the recommendations of the Dark Matter Working Group in reference

[13]. The generation was run on the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid and took less than an

hour to complete for each sample.

The job option files and the modified control card for the tt̄+MET process in 2HDM+a

are shown in appendix A. For each final state and each benchmark scenario in each model, I

generated 10 000 events. Table 4.1 shows the different samples produced, and the cross-sections

for the final state as reported by MadGraph. In all cases, an event filter accepting only those

events that contain at least 150 GeV MET and those events that contain one lepton and at

least 60 GeV MET was applied. The filter efficiencies are also given by MadGraph and shown

in Table 4.1. Finally, the samples were converted from the EVNT format of the generator

output to TRUTH3 DAOD’s [38], which took between 35 and 45 minutes for each sample.

Table 4.1: Signal samples generated with MadGraph5 aMC@NLO and Pythia8

Model Final state Number of MH± Cross-section Filter

generated events (pb) efficiency

Simplified tt + DM 10,000 - 0.1165 0.6707

Simplified tW + DM 10,000 - 0.0300 0.7907

2HDM+a tt + DM 10,000 350 GeV 0.0433 0.7265

2HDM+a tW + DM 10,000 350 GeV 0.0335 0.5457

2HDM+a tt + DM 10,000 1200 GeV 0.0308 0.7217

2HDM+a tW + DM 10,000 1200 GeV 0.0230 0.8723
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4.2 Event selection and signal region definition

To analyze the generated events, I used the simplified ATLAS SUSY analysis framework [39],

which provides a framework for reading a TRUTH3 sample and looping over the events in it.

In the loop, physics objects such as particles and their properties can be accessed through the

integrated SUSY tool-kit and the events can be kept or discarded. It also provides functionality

to accept events into user-defined signal regions, and to write out histograms, n-tuples and

acceptances. My code can be found in reference [40].

At the start of the analysis, only events that contained exactly one muon and no additional

leptons were kept, using the object definitions from SUSYtools [41], shown in Table 4.2. I

will refer to this as the pre-selection. Muons from decayed τ -leptons were included. Figures

4.1-4.12 show the distribution of different variables in the various samples after pre-selection.

Table 4.2: Object definitions used in the pre-selection.

pT [GeV] |η| Criterion

Muons > 3 < 2.8 MuLoose

Electrons > 3 < 2.47 ELooseBLLH

Taus > 20 < 2.5 One or three tracks

Baseline jets > 20 2.8

b-jets > 20 2.5 BTag77MV2c10
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Figure 4.1: Distributions of muon pT for the different signal models studied compared for each

final state. The distributions are normalized to 1.
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Figure 4.2: Distributions of muon pT in each final state compared for each theoretical model.

The distributions are normalized to 1.
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Figure 4.3: Distributions the number of jets for the different signal models studied compared

for each final state. The distributions are normalized to 1.
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Figure 4.4: Distributions of the number of jets in each final state compared for each theoretical

model. The distributions are normalized to 1.
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Figure 4.5: Distributions of the number of b-jets for the different signal models studied com-

pared for each final state. The distributions are normalized to 1.
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Figure 4.6: Distributions of the number of b-jets in each final state compared for each theo-

retical model. The distributions are normalized to 1.
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Figure 4.7: Distributions of leading jet pT for the different signal models studied compared

for each final state. The distributions are normalized to 1.
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Figure 4.8: Distributions of leading jet pT in each final state compared for each theoretical

model. The distributions are normalized to 1.
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Figure 4.9: Distributions of leading b-jet pT for the different signal models studied compared

for each final state. The distributions are normalized to 1.
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Figure 4.10: Distributions of leading b-jet pT in each final state compared for each theoretical

model. The distributions are normalized to 1.
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Figure 4.11: Distributions of MET for the different signal models studied compared for each

final state. The distributions are normalized to 1.
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Figure 4.12: Distributions of MET in each final state compared for each theoretical model.

The distributions are normalized to 1.
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While most of the distributions are similar between models, some differences can be seen.

In the tt̄+MET sample, the simplified model has a narrower distribution than the 2HDM+a

in many variables. This is contrary to the expectation that 2HDM+a should coincide with

the simplified model when the difference in the masses of the pseudoscalars is big, but deviate

from it when the difference is small. In the tW+MET sample, the 2HDM+a with a lighter

pseudoscalar a is considerably different from the other two models for muon pT. The distri-

butions that are most consistent between the models are the number of b-jets (Figure 4.6),

and it is also in this variable that the biggest difference between the final states can be seen;

tt̄+MET has a majority of events with 2 b-jets in all models, while tW+MET has a majority

of events with 1 b-jet. This is expected given how the final states decay before they reach the

detector (section 3.5) and that the event generation is made at leading order.

Next, I defined two signal regions that I will call ttMET and tWMET, where ttMET is

based on the tt̄+MET analysis and tWMET is based on the tW+MET analysis. The tt̄+MET

analysis contains a fully optimized signal region with additional variables, some of which were

specifically constructed to discriminate against background. Since I take no background into

account, ttMET is a simplified version of the full signal region. The implications of leaving

the discriminating variables out will be discussed later. At the time of the implementation,

the signal region in the ongoing tW+MET analysis was not yet optimized, so tWMET is

equivalent to the pre-selections used in the said analysis. It is worth pointing out that no

dedicated analysis has ever been made for the tW+MET final state in the simplified model.

The two signal regions are shown in Table 4.3. The regions are somewhat similar, the biggest

difference being the number of jets and b-jets required. The rationale for this is that there is

an additional top quark in the tt̄+MET final state, which means one additional b-jet and the

products of the decay of one additional W boson (see section 3.5).

This can also be seen in Figures 4.4-4.6 which show a tendency toward a smaller number

of jets in the tW+MET samples as compared to the tt̄+MET samples, as well as a clear

majority of events with one b-tag in the tW+MET samples and two in the tt̄+MET samples.

4.3 Overlap

Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show the cutflow table for each analysis, respectively. The first line shows

the number of events of each type that would be produced in 150 fb−1, which is about the

total integrated luminosity delivered by LHC in Run-2 [42]. Each subsequent row shows how
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Table 4.3: Definitions of the two signal regions used to identify potential overlap between the

tt̄+MET analysis and the tW+MET analysis.

ttMET tWMET

Muon pT 27 GeV 30 GeV

Muon |η| 2.7 2.7

Muon criteria MuMedium or MuIsoFixedCutTightTrackOnly MuMedium

Number of jets ≥ 4 ≥ 3

Number of b-tags ≥ 2 ≥ 1

Jet pT >(80,60,30,25)GeV

Leading b-jet pT > 80 GeV > 50 GeV

MET 230 GeV 250 GeV

many would be left after each cut, following Table 4.3. The relative efficiency of each cut with

respect to the previous cut is shown in parenthesis after each entry, followed by the absolute

efficiency of each cut with respect to the initial number of events. The cut that removes the

largest fraction of events after pre-selection is that on MET. This can be compared to Figure

4.12, from which it can be seen that a cut at 230 GeV or 250 GeV indeed includes only the

tail of the distributions. It can also be seen that the tW+MET 2HDM+a sample with low H±

mass has the least amount of events over the cutoff value, which is also reflected in the cutflow

table. An interesting feature in the comparison of the two signal regions is the requirement on

the number of jets. In ttMET, the cut of 4 (2) or more jets (b-jets) excludes the tW+MET

signal which has 3 (1) jets (b-jet), while in tWMET, the cut of 3 (1) or more jets (b-jets)

includes the tt̄+MET signal which has 4 (2) jets (b-jets). As can be seen in the cutflow table,

this leads to a good discrimination between the final states in ttMET, but actually leads to

a bigger fraction of tt̄+MET signal being retained than the fraction of tW+MET signal in

tWMET. In the end, tWMET contains significantly more tt̄+MET signal than tW+MET

signal in all models. In ttMET, tt̄+MET events dominate, but it contains a small number of

tW+MET signal events.
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Table 4.4: Cutflow table for ttMET. Events are normalized to 150 fb−1. In parenthesis is the

percentage of events left after the cut, first with respect to the previous cut and second with

respect to the pre-selection. The uncertainty given is only statistical.

Simplified Simplified 2HDM+a 2HDM+a 2HDM+a 2HDM+a

model model m
H±=350GeV m

H±=350GeV m
H±=1200GeV m

H±=1200GeV

tt̄+MET tW+MET tt̄+MET tW+MET tt̄+MET tW+MET

Initial 11720±108 3552±60 4722±69 2744±52 3334±58 3008±55

Pre-selection 2379±49 676±26 925±30 627±25 654±26 553±24

(20%/100%) (19%/100%) (20%/100%) (23%/100%) (20%/100%) (18%/100%)

After cuts on 1800±42 547±23 741±27 505±22 505±22 474± 22

muon pT (76%/76%) (81%/81%) (80%/80%) (81%/81%) (77%/77%) (86%/86%)

After cuts on number 846±29 129±11 416±20 112±11 286±17 102±10

of jets/b-jets (57%/20%) (24%/19%) (56%/45%) (22%/18%) (57%/44%) (22%/19%)

After cuts on jet pT 479±22 84±9 289±17 72±9 196±14 69 ±8

(40%/8%) (65%/12%) (70%/31%) (65%/12%) (69%/30%) (68%/13%)

After cuts on MET 192±14 42±7 132±11 22±5 85±9 44±7

(65%/12%) (50%/6%) (46%/14%) (30%/3%) (43%/13%) (63%/8%)
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Table 4.5: Cutflow table for tWMET. Events are normalized to 150 fb−1. In parenthesis is

the percentage of events left after the cut, first with respect to the previous cut and second

with respect to the pre-selection. The uncertainty given is only statistical.

Simplified Simplified 2HDM+a 2HDM+a 2HDM+a 2HDM+a

model model m
H±=350GeV m

H±=350GeV m
H±=1200GeV m

H±=1200GeV

tW+MET tt̄+MET tW+MET tt̄+MET tW+MET tt̄+MET

Initial 3552±60 11720±108 2744±52 4722±69 3008±55 3334±58

Pre-selection 676±26 2379±49 627±25 925±30 553±24 654±26

(19%/100%) (20%/100%) (23%/100%) (20%/100%) (18%/100%) (20%/100%)

After cuts on 526±23 1699±41 477±22 702±26 461±21 483±22

muon pT (78%/78%) (71%/71%) (76%/76%) (76%/76%) (84%/84%) (74%/74%)

After cuts on number 433±21 1558±39 382±20 655±26 377±19 453±21

of jets/b-jets (82%/64%) (92%/65%) (80%/61%) (93%/71%) (82%/68%) (94%/69%)

After cuts on jet pT 342±18 1346±37 301±17 583±24 300±17 411±20

(79%/51%) (86%/57%) (79%/48%) (89%/63%) (80%/54%) (91%/63%)

After cuts on MET 139±12 336±18 301±7 187±14 160±13 120±11

(41%/21%) (25%/14%) (18%/9%) (32%/20%) (53%/29%) (29%/18%)
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4.4 Discussion

The results above suggest that there is some overlap between the signal regions in the two

analyses considered. It is important to keep in mind, however, that this is a preliminary

study and in this section some factors that have been overlooked will be discussed. First, no

discriminating variables from the tt̄+MET analysis have been considered, and while these are

primarily designed to discriminate against background, they might also influence the overlap.

Similarly, once the tW+MET signal region is optimized, it is not impossible that it contains

a variable that discriminates against tt̄+MET signal, even if it is not explicitly designed to

do so. To get a complete picture of the analyses, the detector response has to be simulated.

Finally, the number of events simulated in this study is limited, as can be seen in the final

signal regions, and further study would benefit from larger samples.

It is also important to note that the differences seen between the models was not what

was expected. In particular, my results do not match the ones obtained in a similar study

in reference [13]. The simplified model tt̄+MET sample contains an extra jet, and I tested

whether this could explain the difference, but it did not. I also tested the effect of setting the

width of the mediator in the simplified model by hand to 10 GeV, per reference [24], but this

also made no difference.

Finally, due to the interference and mixing of the final states tW and tt̄[32, 33], an even

bigger overlap is expected at NLO.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and outlook

I have conducted a generation-level study of the overlap of the signal regions of two Dark

Matter searches, the tt̄+MET analysis and the tW+MET analysis, using somewhat simplified

selections. I have found that on this level of sophistication, there is significant overlap between

the final signal regions, but anything more conclusive cannot be said about the analyses

before other analysis-specific features such as discriminating variables, detector simulation

and statistical analysis are taken into account. If the overlap is found to be significant with

these more sophisticated methods, the analyses could be combined for more sensitivity in

searches. Even if no signal is found, a combined analysis could be used to set more stringent

limits on the parameters of the Dark Matter and/or mediator particles considered.
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Appendix A

Job options and control card for event

generation

A.1 Job options for the simplified model

A.1.1 tt̄+MET

model_string = "ttpseudo"

evt_multiplier = 25

include("MadGraphControl_DMHFSimplifiedmodels_extraJets.py")

A.1.2 tt̄+MET

model_string = "ttpseudo"

evt_multiplier = 25

include("MadGraphControl_DMHFSimplifiedmodels_extraJets.py")
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A.2 Control card and job options for 2HDM+a

A.2.1 Control card for generating tt̄+MET

from MadGraphControl.MadGraphUtils import *

import math

filter_string = runArgs.jobConfig[0].split(’_’)[8].replace(".py","")

fcard = open(’proc_card_mg5.dat’, ’w’)

fcard.write("""

import model Pseudoscalar_2HDM-bbMET_5FS -modelname

define p = g d u s c b d~ u~ s~ c~ b~

define j = g d u s c b d~ u~ s~ c~ b~

define l+ = e+ mu+ ta+

define l- = e- mu- ta-

define vl = ve vm vt

define vl~ = ve~ vm~ vt~

generate p p > t t~ xd~ xd

output -f

""")

fcard.close()

if (filter_string == "1L0L"):

evgenLog.info(’1lepton and MET 60 filter or MET 150 is applied’)

include ( ’MC15JobOptions/LeptonFilter.py’ )

filtSeq.LeptonFilter.Ptcut = 20000.

filtSeq.LeptonFilter.Etacut = 2.8

include(’MC15JobOptions/MissingEtFilter.py’)

filtSeq.MissingEtFilter.METCut = 60000.
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filtSeq += MissingEtFilter("MissingEtFilterHard")

filtSeq.MissingEtFilterHard.METCut = 150000.

filtSeq.Expression = "(LeptonFilter and MissingEtFilter) or

MissingEtFilterHard"

if (filter_string == "2L"):

evgenLog.info(’MultiElecMuTauFilter is applied’)

include ( ’MC15JobOptions/MultiElecMuTauFilter.py’ )

filtSeq.MultiElecMuTauFilter.MinPt = 15000

filtSeq.MultiElecMuTauFilter.MaxEta = 2.8

filtSeq.MultiElecMuTauFilter.NLeptons = 2

filtSeq.MultiElecMuTauFilter.IncludeHadTaus = 0

filtSeq.Expression = "MultiElecMuTauFilter"

beamEnergy=-999

if hasattr(runArgs,’ecmEnergy’):

beamEnergy = runArgs.ecmEnergy / 2.

else:

raise RuntimeError("No center of mass energy found.")

extras = {

’lhe_version’: ’3.0’,

’cut_decays’: ’F’,

’pdlabel’: "’lhapdf’",

’lhaid’: 260000,

’maxjetflavor’ : 5,

’use_syst’: ’False’,

}

if evt_multiplier>0:
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if runArgs.maxEvents>0:

nevents=runArgs.maxEvents*evt_multiplier

else:

nevents=5000*evt_multiplier

process_dir = new_process()

build_run_card(run_card_old=get_default_runcard(process_dir),

run_card_new=’run_card.dat’, nevts=nevents,rand_seed=runArgs.randomSeed,

beamEnergy=beamEnergy, extras=extras)

print_cards()

madspin_card_loc=’madspin_card.dat’

mscard = open(madspin_card_loc,’w’)

if (filter_string == "1L0L"):

mscard.write("""

set max_weight_ps_point 400 # number of PS to estimate the maximum for

each event

set seed %i

# specify the decay for the final state particles

define vl = ve vm vt

define vl~ = ve~ vm~ vt~

define l+ = e+ mu+ ta+

define l- = e- mu- ta-

decay t > w+ b

decay t~ > w- b~

decay w+ > all all

decay w- > all all

# running the actual code

launch"""%runArgs.randomSeed)

if (filter_string == "2L"):
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mscard.write("""

set max_weight_ps_point 400 # number of PS to estimate the maximum for

each event

set seed %i

# specify the decay for the final state particles

define vl = ve vm vt

define vl~ = ve~ vm~ vt~

define l+ = e+ mu+ ta+

define l- = e- mu- ta-

decay t > w+ b, w+ > l+ vl

decay t~ > w- b~, w- > l- vl~

decay w+ > l+ vl

decay w- > l- vl~

# running the actual code

launch"""%runArgs.randomSeed)

mscard.close()

print_cards()

paramcard = subprocess.Popen([’get_files’,’-data’,

’MadGraph_param_card_Pseudoscalar2HDM.dat’])

paramcard.wait()

if not os.access(’MadGraph_param_card_Pseudoscalar2HDM.dat’,os.R_OK):

print ’ERROR: Could not get param card’

elif os.access(’param_card.dat’,os.R_OK):

print ’ERROR: Old param card in the current directory.

Dont want to clobber it. Please move it first.’

else:

oldcard = open(’MadGraph_param_card_Pseudoscalar2HDM.dat’,’r’)

newcard = open(’param_card.dat’,’w’)

import re

THDM_regexp = re.compile(’\s+([0-9]+)\s+([0-9+-.e]+)\s+#\s+(\w+)\s*’)

for line in oldcard:
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isTHDMparam = False

for param_name, newvalue in THDMparams.items():

if param_name in line:

THDM_match = THDM_regexp.match(line.rstrip(’\n’))

if THDM_match:

THDM_pdgID = int(THDM_match.group(1))

THDM_oldvalue = float(THDM_match.group(2))

THDM_param_name = str(THDM_match.group(3))

if THDM_param_name != param_name:

print param_name, THDM_param_name

raise RuntimeError(’Mismatching parameter names,

please double-check logic’)

newcard.write(’ %d %s # %s\n’ % (THDM_pdgID,

str(newvalue), THDM_param_name))

isTHDMparam = True

else:

print line.rstrip(’\n’)

raise RuntimeError(’Unable to parse line’)

if not isTHDMparam:

newcard.write(line)

oldcard.close()

newcard.close()

runName=’run_01’

generate(run_card_loc=’run_card.dat’,

param_card_loc=’param_card.dat’,

mode=0,

njobs=1,

run_name=runName,

madspin_card_loc=’madspin_card.dat’,

nevents=nevents,
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proc_dir=process_dir)

arrange_output(run_name=runName,proc_dir=process_dir,outputDS=runName+’

._00001.events.tar.gz’, lhe_version=3, saveProcDir=True)

import os

if ’ATHENA_PROC_NUMBER’ in os.environ:

evgenLog.info(’Noticed that you have run with an athena MP-like

whole-node setup. Will re-configure now to make sure that the

remainder of the job runs serially.’)

njobs = os.environ.pop(’ATHENA_PROC_NUMBER’)

if not hasattr(opts,’nprocs’): mglog.warning(’Did not see option!’)

else: opts.nprocs = 0

print opts

#### Shower

evgenConfig.description = "Generates ttDM events for Pseudoscalar_2HDM"

evgenConfig.keywords = ["exotic","BSM","WIMP"]

evgenConfig.process = "p p > t t~ xd~ xd"

evgenConfig.contact = ["Priscilla Pani <ppani@cern.ch>"]

evgenConfig.inputfilecheck = runName

runArgs.inputGeneratorFile=runName+’._00001.events.tar.gz’

include("MC15JobOptions/Pythia8_A14_NNPDF23LO_EvtGen_Common.py")

include("MC15JobOptions/Pythia8_MadGraph.py")

#include("MC15JobOptions/Pythia8_aMcAtNlo.py")

#particle data = name antiname spin=2s+1 3xcharge colour mass width

#(left out, so set to 0: mMin mMax tau0)

genSeq.Pythia8.Commands += ["1000022:all = xd xd~ 2 0 0 %d 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0"

% (int(THDMparams[’MXd’])), "1000022:isVisible = false"]
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A.2.2 tt̄+MET job options with mH±=1200 GeV

THDMparams = {}

THDMparams[’gPXd’] = 1.0 # yχ

THDMparams[’tanbeta’] = 1.000000 # tan(β)

THDMparams[’sinbma’] = 1.0 # sin(β − α)

THDMparams[’lam3’] = 3.0 # λ3

THDMparams[’laP1’] = 3.0 # λP1

THDMparams[’laP2’] = 3.0 # λP2

THDMparams[’sinp’] = 0.707100 # sin(θ)

THDMparams[’MXd’] = 10.000000 # mχ

THDMparams[’mh1’] = 125. # mh

THDMparams[’mh2’] = 1200.000000 # mH

THDMparams[’mh3’] = 1200.000000 # mA

THDMparams[’mhc’] = 1200.000000 # mH±

THDMparams[’mh4’] = 250.000000 # ma

evt_multiplier = 10

include("MadGraphControl_Pythia8EvtGen_NNPDF30lo_A14NNPDF23LO_2HDMa_ttDM.py")

A.2.3 tt̄+MET job options with mH±=350 GeV

THDMparams = {}

THDMparams[’gPXd’] = 1.0 # yχ

THDMparams[’tanbeta’] = 1.000000 # tan(β)

THDMparams[’sinbma’] = 1.0 # sin(β − α)

THDMparams[’lam3’] = 3.0 # λ3

THDMparams[’laP1’] = 3.0 # λP1

THDMparams[’laP2’] = 3.0 # λP2

THDMparams[’sinp’] = 0.707100 # sin(θ)

THDMparams[’MXd’] = 10.000000 # mχ

THDMparams[’mh1’] = 125. # mh

THDMparams[’mh2’] = 350.000000 # mH

THDMparams[’mh3’] = 350.000000 # mA
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THDMparams[’mhc’] = 350.000000 # mH±

THDMparams[’mh4’] = 250.000000 # ma

evt_multiplier = 10

include("MadGraphControl_Pythia8EvtGen_NNPDF30lo_A14NNPDF23LO_2HDMa_ttDM.py")

A.2.4 tW+MET job options with mH±=1200 GeV

THDMparams = {}

THDMparams[’gPXd’] = 1.0 # yχ

THDMparams[’tanbeta’] = 1.000000 # tan(β)

THDMparams[’sinbma’] = 1.0 # sin(β − α)

THDMparams[’lam3’] = 3.0 # λ3

THDMparams[’laP1’] = 3.0 # λP1

THDMparams[’laP2’] = 3.0 # λP2

THDMparams[’sinp’] = 0.707100 # sin(θ)

THDMparams[’MXd’] = 10.000000 # mχ

THDMparams[’mh1’] = 125. # mh

THDMparams[’mh2’] = 1200.000000 # mH

THDMparams[’mh3’] = 1200.000000 # mA

THDMparams[’mhc’] = 1200.000000 # mH±

THDMparams[’mh4’] = 250.000000 # ma

evt_multiplier = 10

include("MadGraphControl_Pythia8EvtGen_NNPDF30lo_A14NNPDF23LO_2HDMa_tWDM.py")

A.2.5 tW+MET job options with mH±=350 GeV

THDMparams = {}

THDMparams[’gPXd’] = 1.0 # yχ

THDMparams[’tanbeta’] = 1.000000 # tan(β)

THDMparams[’sinbma’] = 1.0 # sin(β − α)

THDMparams[’lam3’] = 3.0 # λ3
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THDMparams[’laP1’] = 3.0 # λP1

THDMparams[’laP2’] = 3.0 # λP2

THDMparams[’sinp’] = 0.707100 # sin(θ)

THDMparams[’MXd’] = 10.000000 # mχ

THDMparams[’mh1’] = 125. # mh

THDMparams[’mh2’] = 350.000000 # mH

THDMparams[’mh3’] = 350.000000 # mA

THDMparams[’mhc’] = 350.000000 # mH±

THDMparams[’mh4’] = 250.000000 # ma

evt_multiplier = 10

include("MadGraphControl_Pythia8EvtGen_NNPDF30lo_A14NNPDF23LO_2HDMa_tWDM.py")
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